11 program supplies
HAND BARS

Heavy Duty Hand Bar Exercisers

Commercial quality hand bar exercisers. They are well built and feature a very
long-lasting design will stand up in the most demanding applications. The foam rounds
are 5.75” dia X 2.75”thick.
Item No 	Description
23 07 01
Heavy Duty Hand Bar Exercisers

1 to 11
$58.85

12 Plus
$52.85

hd hand bar exerciserS

AQUATIC BELTS
AquaJogger Belts

The belts feature a contoured design which features a wider area of foam positioned
against the lower back for support. The belts comfortably suspend the body in the water
at shoulder-level, allowing the security and freedom to perform a variety of workouts in
both deep and shallow water.
ACTIVE BELT

Belt adjusts to fit sizes 19" to 48". The belt includes an easy to operate quick
release buckle.
THREE MODELS:
ACTIVE BELT - constructed of firm EVA foam, supplied with elasticized belt
option.
CLASSIC BELT - the original Aquajogger patented design is made of multiple thin layers
of EVA foam for flexibility and great comfort.

CLASSIC BELT

SHAPE BELT

SHAPE BELT - longer design distributes buoyancy more evenly. Designed for fuller
figures and people with back problems. Modified arch keeps a person more vertical in
water.
Item No 	Description
AP403
Active Belt
AP1
Classic Belt
AP123
Shape Belt

1 to 11
$48.50 ea.
$56.05 ea.
$56.05 ea.

12 Plus
$43.50
$50.35
$50.35

Aquatic Jogger Belt

These Aquatic Jogger Belts are made of soft molded EVA Foam for comfort and durability. Three sizes are offered, with differing levels of flotation to support different weights
of users. Small is designed for people up to 120 pounds, medium for users up to 150
pounds and large for heavier users. The belts are all the same, 2” wide, stretchy, with
adjustable buckles. Total length is 165 cm/66”. These should be the belt of choice for
facilities water running exercise classes.
Model No 	Description
41.3705
Small Aquatic Jogger Belt - green
41.3710
Medium Aquatic Jogger Belt - tan
41.3715
Large Aquatic Jogger Belt - red
C41.3705.001 Replacement Belts with buckle

1-11
$46.50
$48.50
$50.50
$14.50

12+
$39.60
$41.40
$42.95
$12.50

All toys in this section are offered for sale only to commercial
public pools were use will be supervised (this excludes all residential,
hotel/motel and other semi commercial applications)
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